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After forty years of development, the Fiber Grating has been an indispensable
role in the field of optical communication and optical fiber sensing, and has also
become the new hot spot in which a large amount of researchers and high
technology companies compete to research. The requirement of high rate in
information transmission and demand of high-performance sensors by
engineering applications promote heavily to the rapid development of fiber grating
devices and sensors. Therefore, the study of new fiber grating technology has a
very important significance.
The circular ring which is widely used in the field of machinery and mechanical
was discussed as the core structure in this thesis, with the different parameters of
the grating and install patterns the different results were obtained. The researchs
were mainly reflected in the following three aspects:
First, by use of the strain curve of the inner and outer surface of the thin-walled
circular ring which been compressed or stretched, a new tunable chirped fiber
Bragg grating (TCFBG) fabricate method was realized. The convenient dispersion
tuning function provided an effective method to compensate the dispersion which
is generated by light signal under a long-distance transmission in optical
communication system.
Second, an application scheme of the new fiber grating sensor which based on a
thin-walled ring was proposed. By learning from the principle of a proving ring with
the resistance strain gauge installed one designed a high-resolution load cell. By
use of the sensing properties of chirped gratings one made a sensing structure
which can simultaneously measure external force and temperature. Then
analyzed the reasons in theory and simulation about nonlinear increase of the
reflection power of the CFBG while its 3dB bandwidth has a linear broadening.













displacement sensor which use the thin-walled ring.
Third, on the basis of the mechanical model of the acceleration sensor and drew
lessons from previous research results, one analyzed the dynamic characteristics
of the circular ring with different ring structure sizes, grating paste patterns, heavy
and base-block fixed modes. Then a new fiber Bragg grating acceleration sensor
design concept was proposed. And under this concept a parallel sensing structure
consisted of a cantilever beam of constant strength and a thin-walled ring is
realized, which obtained a sixtyfold promotion on sensitivity against the original in
the same resonance frequency. By use of the FEA software ANSYS, the
mechanical properties of the optimized structure is analyzed.
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